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This user guide accompanies the Oil Spill Monitor application and video demonstrations of the 
application found at nosdra.oilspillmonitor.ng. More information about oil spills in Nigeria, and 
about NOSDRA’s oil spill data can be found at nosdra.oilspillmonitor.ng. 
 
This documentation is designed to be used in conjunction with the application os that the 
reading is carried out with practice at the same time. As such first we open the application ‘full 
screen’ to give us more room on the screen. This can also be achieved by going directly to the 
application at oilspillmonitor.ng, instead of to the website at nosdra.oilspillmonitor.ng   
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The details, table and summary views 

The details / map view 
 
There are three main ways to view the data in the Oil Spill Monitor. The default one that loads 
initially on-screen is the map/details view. This displays a map of all spill records returned 
based on the current filters. By clicking on one of the circles on the map, the details of the spill 
record appear in the right-hand side of the screen. 
 

 
 

The table view 
 
 
 
← The table view can be opened and closed by clicking 
on the [Table] button in the top-right of the screen. 
 
 
 

The table view shows the available data, as returned by the current filters, in a tabulated 
format. It has the benefit of listing spill records that do not have geo-coordinates and are 
therefore not visible on the map. The table view is just another way of seeing the same data 
available in the map/details view: 
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       ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Towards the bottom of the table view is pagination as shown here 
so you can browse through the spill data. There are 10 spill records to a page in the table view. 

The summary view 
 
← The summary view can be accessed by clicking 
on the ‘Data Summary’ link at the top-right corner 
of the screen. 
 
← Note that in this image the [Incident date:] filter 
is set to show all spill records in 2017 
 

 
The ‘Data summary’ view shows exactly the same data that is visible using the map/details and 
table views. No extra information is available here but it the information is more easy to 
visualise and gain insight from, due to its drill-down options and graph displays: 
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There will be more information about how to use the Data summary feature in a separate part 
of the documentation dedicated to this below. 

Using the filters to isolate individual spills or subsets of oil spill 
records 

The default filters explained 
 
When the Oil Spill Monitor first loads, it comes with a number of default filters applied in the 
main filter toolbar. These are displayed and explained below: 
 

 
 

○ [Status: not invalid] - This filter is applied initially to remove invalid oil spill 
records from view. (Invalid records are those entered in error) It is usually a good 
idea to leave this filter in position. 

○ [Contaminant: not gas] - This filter removes any gas leak incidents (which 
NOSDRA also deal with) from the initial view. This is helpful as NOSDRA’s main 
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priority is with oil spills. To see all gas leaks within the period we can simply 
remove the ‘!/not’ part of the filter. Note that the exclamation mark [!] implies 
‘not’ when used in the Oil Spill Monitor filter system. 

○ [Incident date: xxxxxx] - This is set by default to display all spill records from the 
past two years (two years from today’s date). If you are looking for spill records 
from other time-periods the Incident date filter will need to be changed. 
 

Searching for a spill incidents within a certain timeframe 
 
Using the [Incident date:] or [JIV date:] filter options it is possible to search the Oil Spill Monitor 
and refine your results to within a set time period. For example if we are searching for an oil 
spill record and we know the spill occurred sometime in February 2019, we can search for this 
as follows: 

 
 ← First click on the [Incident date:] filter 
 
←This is the longhand filter. It says, as is outlined 
below: 
← Show me spills records with [Incident date] that 
fall on... 
← February 2019 
 

Once the date filter is set, the system will return all spills within the time period specified. 
 
In a similar way, if we know when a JIV took place (The Joint Investigative Visit or JIV is where 
oil spill incidents are investigated by NOSDRA, communities, and oil companies), it is possible 
to search for spill records using the [JIV date:] instead of the [Incident date:]: 

 
 
← Here we are using the [JIV date:] filter instead 
 
← This is the longhand filter. It says, as is outlined 
below: 
← Show me spills records with [JIV date] of 
← Any month in 2017 
 
 
 

BE CAREFUL NOT TO COMBINE A [JIV date:] WITH A [Incident date:] FILTER UNLESS YOU 
ARE SURE THAT BOTH ARE CORRECT. IF YOU DO THIS BOTH WILL NEED TO RETURN A 
MATCH. IT IS BETTER TO USE EITHER A [JIV date:] OR A [Incident date:] FILTER. 
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The filters in the sreengrab below read: Show me spill records that have a valid status, that 
have an incident number, that are not gas leaks and where a JIV took place in 2017. 

 
The system finds 456 incidents, of which 442 can be located on the map ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

Finding specific oil spill records when you know part of the incident 
number 
 
If you know all or part of a spill record incident number, or you have an incident number that 
you think might be incorrect, you can search for it using the [Incident number:] filter. You can 
either enter the full incident number in the [Incident number:] filter, but if you only have part of 
the incident number you can also use wildcards (indicated by the % symbol) to look for spill 
records containing only a part of the incident number: 
 

 
 
By checking for spill records containing LAR/016/025 in the [incident number:], that are 
[contaminant: not gas] leaks and have a [JIV date:] of 2017 we are returned 1 incident record. 
 

Finding specific oil spill records when you know the area it took place 
 
If you know which LGA a spill took place in, it is possible to refine your search for it using the 
[LGA] filter. 
 
To do this it is first wise to check out the correct spelling of LGA’s by turning on the LGA map 
layer. The LGA map layer can be clicked on the map to see the name and correct spelling of 
the LGA: 
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← The LGA layer selector 
 

 
 
 
 
←- In this filter 
we are using 
the [LGA] fiter 
to search for 
records in an 
LGA 
containing the 
text ‘aku’ 
[LGA:%aku%]. 
Akuku-Toru is 
the LGA name 
that matches. 
 
 

NOTE THAT NOT ALL SPILL RECORDS HAVE AN ENTRY IN THE [LGA ] FIELD. AS SUCH 
THERE MAY BE SPILLS IN AN LGA THAT ARE NOT RETURNED EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE IN 
THE AREA. 
 
LIKEWISE IF THE [LGA] FILTER IS SET TO EMPTY [LGA: empty] THIS WILL LIMIT YOUR 
RESULTS MASSIVELY AS IT IS ASKING ONLY FOR SPILL RECORDS THAT HAVE NO VALUE IN 
THE [LGA] DATA FIELD. 
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How to add and remove filters to search for oil spill records 
 
 
 
 
 
← To add new filters to the filter bar, we click 
the [Filter [+]] Icon shown here 
 
← This opens a dropdown menu of all the 
filters we can use to search for spill records by, 
which includes every field in the data structure. 
 
In this way powerful search queries can be built 
and spill incidents looked up quickly with 
limited information known. 
 
It also allows to limit the results displayed to 
specific Companies, LGA’s, Habitats, etc so 
that the nature of spills can be explored and 
cross referenced in detail. 
 
PLEASE TAKE CARE WHEN ADDING FILTERS 
THAT THEY ARE ALSO REMOVED WHEN YOU 
START LOOKING FOR SOMETHING ELSE. 
 

IF YOU ARE NOT GETTING EXPECTED RESULTS RETURNED MAYBE CHECK THAT YOU DO 
NOT HAVE INCORRECT OR EXTRA FILTERS APPLIED THAT YOU DO NOT NEED. 
 
ALSO PLEASE TAKE NOTE THAT TOO MANY FILTERS MAY HINDER YOUR SEARCH. EACH 
NEW FILTER ADDED IS ADDING EXTRA CRITERIA TO YOUR SEARCH WHICH MEANS ALL OF 
THEM MUST MATCH TO GET A RESULT. 
 
AS SUCH LESS FILTERS CAN OFTEN BE MORE HELPFUL THAN MORE. 

Practical workshop activities 
 
In order to familiarise yourself with using the filter toolbar, spend a few minutes practicing 
using the filters by answering the following questions: 
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1. Use the main filters to find a spill where you only have the spill ID part .2019/NL/005/  - 
TIP: use the %% wildcards 

2. Use the filters to isolate spill records in April 2017 in Delta State. TIP: use the [States 
affected:] filter combined with a date filter 

3. Use the filters to isolate all gas leaks during 2018. TIP: ! signifies not, so a [contaminant:! 
Ga] filter is looking for spills that are NOT gas. 

4. Use the filters to find out how many spills recorded in 2019 by the Warri Zonal Office. 
TIP: [Zonal office: Wa] combined with a date filter 

 

Checking and using the ‘Data summary’ feature to explore spill 
metrics 

 
← The summary view can be accessed by clicking 
on the ‘Data Summary’ link at the top-right corner 
of the screen. 
 
← Note that in this image the [Incident date:] filter 
is set to show all spill records in 2017 
 

The first thing to note about the summary view is that the same filters apply to it and the map 
and table views. For the sake of this demonstration we are going to explore data from 2017. To 
do this we set the main filter to 2017. 
 
By default the ‘Data summary’ display shows summary data by Company, showing the totals for 
the current date filter.: 

 
 
 
 
← It is 
important to 
note that the 
main filters 
always apply to 
everything 
displayed 
below. 
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← Each 
company is 
listed 
separately with 
the number if 
incident and 
barrels 
reported 
spilled 
 
 
 

At the bottom of the list are the numbers represented as pie charts: 
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← By clicking on the ‘Timespan’ 
drop-down we can select to 
display all the data in this period 
by individual months or years. 
 
This also draws a graph which is 
useful when we want to drill 
down into the details of a specific 

company: 
 
 
 
 
 

--> 
If we click on the name of 

a company we can 
drilldown to explore its 

spill records in more detail 
 

 
It is important to note that when drilling down to explore a metric like a specific company, that 
this is added to the main filter bar. Below we see that the filter [Company: ADDAX] has now 
been added to the main filter. We will want to remove this filter before we explore other 
companies or metrics: 

 

 
 

 
Toward the bottom of the ‘Data summary’ screen there are a number of pie charts that show a 
breakdown of the available information.  
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By using the ‘Data summary’ drill-down feature more detailed understanding and insight can 
be ascertained from the data available within the Oil Spill Monitor system. 
 
Further drilldown is then possible by selecting other metrics from the drop-down list: 
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The default metric displayed in the summary view, is ‘Company’, but this can be changed by 
selecting any of the other options in the list. 
 
This will then redraw the graphs, charts and data using the new metric instead. 
 
REMEMBER THAT YOU WILL NEED TO REMOVE PREVIOUSLY SET FILTERS TO RESET THE 
SUMMARY AND START A NEW DRILL-DOWN INTO THE DATA. 
 
The geographical States and LGA summary information is very informative to indicate which 
states and LGA’s are most impacted and in which ways. 
 
The ‘Spill area habitat’ is also very telling, particularly when explored within the ‘States 
affected’ or ‘Zonal Office’ metrics. Here we can quickly see that in Bayelsa and Rivers a majority 
of spills occur in swamp areas, whereas in Rivers most are on Land. 
 
The combination of top-level filters and metrics available in the summary view are very 
powerful, and when used correctly can give very useful comparisons and insights. 
 
For more information on how to use the filters and the summary features of the Oil Spill 
Monitor please check out the training videos on 
nosdra.oilspillmonitor.ng/oilspillmonitor.html#training 
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Extra features for logged-in users 
 
 
 
← Sign in by 
clicking on this 
icon and 
selecting the  
←‘Sign in’ 
option here 
 
 

Signed-in users have access to a number of extra features, all of which are explained in the 
documentation page where videos and documentation for logged-in users are found:  
 

 

Important instructions for those entering and managing data in 
the OSM 

Data-management protocols for data entry and data integrity users 
 
In the ‘Documentation’ area of the Oil Spill Monitor, available to logged-in users, there is a link 
to the protocols and instruction handbook for all users of the OSM. This provides very clear 
instructions to all Data-entry and data-integrity NOSDRA staff members on how to fill in the 
form fields on the OSM when entering and editing records. 
 
IT IS VITALLY IMPORTANT THAT THESE PROTOCOLS ARE WIDELY DISTRIBUTED, READ, 
UNDERSTOOD AND ACTED UPON TO ENSURE THE DATA IN THE OSM IS KEPT IN GOOD 
ORDER. 
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Adding and updating records locally and submitting them to the server 
 
Any individual spill record 
that is selected using the 
map or the table view will 
appear in the details pane, 
as shown left. 
 
For logged-in users there 
are two buttons that appear 
on the top of the details 
pane. 
 
The [Update report] button 
opens up this record for 
editing. 
 
The [Create new] button 
starts a new record. 
 
Any new spill records or 
edits made to an existing 
spill record are initially 
stored locally. 

 
 
← By pressing [Store changes], your edits 
are only stored locally (in your web browser) 
and have not yet been sent to the central 
server for permanent storage. 
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← Once you have created a new record, or updated 
an existing one, the cloud icon shown here turns 
yellow. This is to inform you that there are edit 
records that need to be submitted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
← Clicking on the cloud icon brings 
up the submenu that will allow you to 
either Commit the changes you have 
meade to the server or…. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
← Discard the added/changed 
reports 
 
 
 
 

 
COMMITS CANNOT BE UNDONE AND THOSE MADE IN ERROR CLOG UP THE SYSTEM 
WITH INVALID REPORTS. 
 
PLEASE DO NOT COMMIT REPORTS TO THE SERVER UNLESS YOU KNOW WHAT YOU ARE 
DOING AND ARE CONFIDENT IN THE CHANGES YOU HAVE MADE. IF YOU ARE UNSURE 
TALK TO A DATA-INTEGRITY STAFF OSM USER FIRST. 
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The vital need for internet access/data to enable NOSDRA OSM staff 
 
Any data-entry, and in particular data-integrity user of the Oil Spill Monitor who is asked to 
enter, upload and manage information in the system will need a good internet connection, with 
ample data allocation, in order to do their work effectively. 
 
This is particularly important in the case of those Zonal Offices (Port Harcourt, Bayelsa, Warri 
and Uyo in that order) that are handling larger volumes of oil spill data. 
 
It is the responsibility of NOSDRA’s management, both at the HQ and in the Zones, to provide 
adequate internet provision to Zonal Officers charged with maintaining records in the Oil SPill 
Monitor. It is suggested that in the absence of office-wide internet connections in the Zonal 
Offices, that mobile data provision is provided to key OSM data-integrity officers who can then 
use this to upload the JIV forms and related images and documentation to the OSM system. 
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Using the new workflow feature to direct work to be done 
 
For logged-in 
users…. 
← The Workflow 
button appears 
next to the Table 
button 
 

The Workflow feature of the Oil Spill Monitor is a simple tool that aims at providing guidance 
to OSM data integrity users as to where attention should be focussed. 
 
In order to avoid being overwhelmed by the volume of spill records to address, it is worth first 
limiting the number of these in view by applying top-level filters to them. For example let us 
just look at older spill records for 2017 Bayelsa state that may need attention. By limiting the 
spills in view to 2017and Bayelsa we only have 123 spill records in total: 
 

 
 
By clicking on any of the spill Incident numbers (shown in blue above) listed under the various 
headings in the Workflow, that spill record is displayed in the details pane, highlighted in the 
table view, and the map is recentered to focus in on that spill so it can be updated and edited. 
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Records in need of immediate attention or follow-up 
 
The workflow shows us some simple improvements we can make immediately under the 
heading ‘In need of attention’: 

 
● Listed under the ‘Wrong date format’ title as spill Incidents that have incorrect entries 

for date fields. This could be that someone has entered N/A or got the date format 
wrong. Selecting these incidents and updating the report to correct them becomes very 
simple. 

● Likewise listed under ‘Wrong-date sequence’ we can select a spill identified as wrong 
data sequence. This is often a simple mistake. By checking the JIV scan or referring to 
the original document on file in the office a data-integrity user can quickly correct these 
basic data entry errors. 

● Listed under ‘No JIV’ are spill incidents where no JIV date has been entered in the JIV 
date field. On examination many of these records have actually had a JIV, and as such 
these records can be easily and quickly updated and corrected without hesitation. 

● If a record is listed under ‘No Quantity’ it could be an indication that the oil company 
needs to be chased for a quantity estimate to be made for this spill, and that the record 
needs to be passed to someone in charge of compliance to chase the company to 
provide the quantity estimation. 

● Listed under ‘Marked new for over one month’: There are a large number of spills in this 
category despite many having JIV’s or form B submitted and as such the status of these 
spill records can be changed to ‘Status: confirmed’ or ‘Status: reviewed’. 

○ If a spill is still marked as new since 2017, this should raise some serious 
questions. On exploring these most of them have had a JIV. Even if they had not 
had a JIV why would they still be marked new after 2 years? In terms of 
community engagement - where CSO’s are complaining that many spills are not 
shown on the OSM, this builds distrust. It should be a priority for NOSDRA to 
address this backlog of spill records with ‘status:new’.  

● Where ‘Contaminant’ is unspecified it can often be ascertained at a glance why this is 
the case and the report corrected. In many cases Gas should be put in place here. In 
others the new categorisation of no-spill can be used to correct these. Either way it 
should be possible to quickly update and correct spill records where contaminant is 
unspecified. 

● ‘Awaiting confirmation’ is very similar to ‘Still marked new’ and can be addressed in the 
same way. Instructions on assigning differing status to spill records can be found in the 
protocol document. 
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Recent records that may need further follow-up 
 
Under the heading ‘Recent Spills’ the attention of the data-integrity OSM user is brought to all 
spill records entered in the two months prior to today’s date. Obviously if a main [incident 
date:] filter is set outside of this date range the boxes will be empty: 
 
 

● Under the heading ‘Latest spills’ all spills within the past couple of months are listed 
● Recent spills without JIV - Lists spills that were in the last two months that do not have a 

JIV date 
 

Prioritising spill records by size 
 
Under the heading ‘By size’ we see spills listed by size. These are categorised by NOSDRA’s 
tier system, with the addition of spills deemed very minor. This is in order to assist NOSDRA 
OSM users and management in focussing on properly maintaining the oil spill records of those 
spills of major impact. It would seem important for NOSDRA to be paying particular attention 
to the timeliness and accuracy of spills of larger impact, and making sure these records are 
revisited regularly and kept up-to-date, particularly with follow-up activities logged such as 
cleanup completed data, PCI , certification and so on. 
 

● – Very minor spills: less than 2.5 bbl for delicate ecosystems, or 25 bbl for others. 
● – Minor spills: less than 25 or 250 bbl respectively. 
● – Medium spills: less than 250 or 2500 bbl. 
● – Major spills: above 250 or 2500 bbl. 
● Under ‘Gas leaks’ we see spill records where the ‘contaminant: ga’. Under the default 

filtration [contaminant:!ga] (Contaminant not gas) these are all removed from view. The 
idea here is that gas leak incidents can be managed differently. 

 

Keeping track of spill cleanup and follow-up activities 
 
Under ‘Outstanding clean-up’ spills are again categorised by size, allowing for spills of larger 
scale and impact to be prioritised in terms of cleanup. 
 
 

● Perhaps spills of larger size need to be managed by a dedicated team of more senior 
staffers? Either way the life-cycle and post-JIV response activities of NOSDRA and the 
oil companies are in need of much better recording in the OSM. 
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Under ‘Where compensation is due’ spills are listed by their cause and the assumption that 
compensation is due in these cases. 
 

● Perhaps spills where compensation are due can be forwarded to the compensation 
team to look at? Or details of a compensation spill more easily found for them by data 
integrity users? 

 

To summarise: How the workflow can guide the work of NOSDRA 
 
As we can see, in combination with the top-level filters, the Workflow feature is a very powerful 
and useful tool in the ongoing maintenance and management of data, and could greatly 
improve the accuracy, consistency and timeliness of NOSDRA’s work. 
 
This is not only the case for data management but also for operational management, where 
spill records in need of follow-up with the oil company can be more easily seen and actions 
taken accordingly. 
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Using the mobile interface to enter data 
 

 
The mobile interface to the oil spill 
monitor is accessed through 
http://oilspillmonitor.ng/m 
 
The mobile version of the Oil Spill Monitor 
t is basically the same-old Oil Spill 
Monitor, but with the map removed. 
 
You can still do all of the important things 
that you can do with the web version, 
however the system will load more quickly 
as it does not need to draw the maps. 
 
With the mobile version users can: 

● Login and edit reports 
● Login and create new reports 
● Commit new or edited reports to 

the server 
● Filter records as normal 
● View filter results in the table view 

 
The mobile version of the OSM has been 
designed to work with google chrome on 
android, but should also work on other 

browsers and mobile operating systems. 
 
It is suggested that the mobile interface to the OSM is only used for the initial generation of oil 
spill reports in the field, that can then be picked up in the office and added to from the more 
comfortable position of a desk and on a larger screen. 
 
THE MOBILE INTERFACE TO THE OIL SPILL MONITOR CAN ALSO BE USED WHERE DATA 
CONNECTIVITY IS AN ISSUE AND WILL USE LESS DATA WHEN BROWSING FOR RECORDS 
AS THE MAP IS NOT DISPLAYED. 
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Using the the reporting dashboard to generate detailed reports 
 
The OSM reporting dashboard is a basic reporting tool, similar to the new ‘Data summary’ tool 
that can be used to further explore the data and generate reports. 
 

 
 
The link to the ‘Reporting dashboard’ is visible to logged-in users in the main top menu, as 
shown above. This is a completely separate application and so is not bound by the top-level 
filters. It opens in a new window: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
← The ‘Reporting dashboard’ allows 
some basic filtering by company, State 
or Zonal Office…. 
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← Within a specific time period in YYYY-MM-DD 
format 
 

 
 
 
← And where the size of the spill, 
where known, is selectable. 
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Final word: The Oil Spill Monitor is only as good as the data in it 
 
Any reports, insights, visualisations, graphs and summaries generated by the Oil Spill Monitor 
are only as good as the data contained within the system. 
 
Where data is entered in error, dates are incorrectly formatted, LGA names spelled incorrectly 
and unnecessary ‘other’ values entered by inexperienced staff members to various fields like 
cause, contaminant and type of facility, this causes problems. 
 
Not only does it mean that data is unruly, unorganised, untidy, and unprofessional, it also 
means that searches may not bring back correct results making records difficult to find. 
 
It is vitally important that NOSDRA’s management at Zones and HQ  provide the internet 
provision required for those officers in the Zones and the office of the OFA to do their work in 
constantly keeping the data in OSM up-to-date and in good order. 
 
It is also vitally important that NOSDRA’s data-integrity officers, and the data insight team at 
the office of the OFA make sure that the standardised data-entry and data-management 
protocols are adhered to strictly by any users of the OSM. 
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